Herget Hall Video Tour

Hey everyone. I am Alaina, and today I will be your tour guide for Herget Hall. Herget is located on the east side of campus, so it makes it close to the UREC, the 459 dining hall and the Greek Houses. Follow me inside and let’s check it out.

Welcome to the lobby of Herget Hall. Located in the lobby, we have our 24/7 front desk which is always staffed for your assistance. Behind me, we have the lounge area located in the lobby. In the lounge area, we have a TV, a ping-pong table, a pool table and a piano so you can play whatever you like whenever you want. Off of the lobby, we also have a classroom as well so if you ever want to study and don’t want to study in your room, you are more than welcome to study in there.

Outside the back of Herget is one of our LSU Lakes. It is my favorite part of Herget because you can always come outside, and we have plenty of tables out here so if you just want to come out here and hang with your friends or study, this is the perfect place to do so.

Welcome to the laundry room in Herget Hall. In the laundry room, you have plenty of washers and dryers to do your laundry. Laundry is a $1.25 to wash and a $1.25 to dry. You can either use quarters or you can pay with your Tiger Card using Tiger Cash. All of the machines are hooked up to a system called laundryalert.com that can text or email you when your laundry is finished.

The kitchen in Herget Hall comes fully equipped with stoves, microwaves, sinks, ice machines and vending machines.

Herget also has a computer lab, which we offer free printing as long as you bring your own paper.

Welcome to a two-person room in Herget Hall. Each roommate will be given a loftable bed, side table, desk, chair, walk-in closet with a set of drawers, a pantry closet for both the roommates to share, and a vanity area.

Now we encourage you to make your room feel like home, so we do encourage you to decorate your room, as long as it follows the Living On Campus Handbook guidelines. Each room comes with cable, ethernet outlets, wired internet, and WI-FI. So, you can bring your own tv, gaming systems and computers as well.

Herget Hall is a hall style bath, meaning everybody on the hall shares the bathroom. The bathroom is cleaned twice a day by our amazing custodial staff.

Now welcome to a four-person room in Herget Hall. The four-person rooms comes with a loftable bed, desk, side table, chair, walk in closet and a vanity area.

I hope you enjoyed your tour of Herget Hall today. If you have any questions, you can visit our website or follow us on social media. I hope to see you on Move-In Day!